
 

New Town & Broughton Community Council 
 

   

From :  

Richard Price   – on behalf of NTBCC Planning Committee 

2 Bellevue Terrace, 

Edinburgh 

EH7 4DU 

            5
th

 February 2015   

For attention of Paul Scott, 

Scott Hobbs Planning, 

24a Stafford Street,  

Edinburgh,  

EH3 7BD7  

  

Dear Mr. Scott and Mr. Coleman-Smith, 

 

REFERENCE NUMBER: 14/03550/PAN  

Pre Application Notification, 14/03550/PAN 42 St Andrews Square, 19-23 South St Andrews Street, West 
Register Street & West Register Street Lane  

 

Thank you for organising and presenting your current proposals for the above development to the New Town & 

Broughton Community Council (NTBCC) on 8
th

 January and furthermore for arranging a tour of 42 St Andrews square & the 

West Register Street building internals at the Public Exhibition on January 20
th

. We always appreciate getting to discuss 

such schemes at an early stage, in line with the Edinburgh Concordat, and we hope that our comments will prove useful in 

providing initial thoughts on the proposal from the wider community.   

Although NTBCC were aiming to provide our response by the end of January, I would like to apologise for the 

lateness in this response from the NTBCC on this proposal as there has been considerable discussion as to the position of 

the Community Council in respect to this application, manly concerning the proposed demolition of a listed building.  

However, I trust that the comments remain broadly supportive of your intentions. NTBCC appreciate the opportunity 

afforded to NTBCC members by your team to visit the insides of 42 St Andrews Square and the listed buildings on the south 

side of West Register Street. We found the discussion with you & your colleagues very useful in understanding your 

aspirations for improving the vitality of this ”forgotten” area of the city centre. As I indicated during these discussions, we 

are broadly supportive of many aspects of the proposed development at this stage, including the aspiration to reinvigorate 

and revitalise this area and we are also aware of the support from other local businesses further to the east on West 

Register Street.  

We are also supportive of your wider aspirations for this area and its context in terms of the wider developments 

currently being developed nearby.  

 

In terms of more specific comments relating to various aspects :  

   

(1) 42 St Andrews Square (42 STA) – NTBCC strongly welcomes the proposal to restore the banking hall in Leslie 

Graham Thomson’s National Bank of Scotland building. In general, we also support the proposed use for this 

space especially at ground floor level (including alterations to allow access from West Register Street (WRS) on 

the south side of the building). We appreciate the efforts being made to ensure that the impact on the 

significant interiors of this category A listed building is minimised. The proposed uses should ensure a long-

term viability for this “at risk” building. The restoration as presented seems sympathetic at this stage and your 

passion for creating a building that both the developer’s and Edinburgh residents can be proud of, is clearly 

evident. The proposed restoration of the banking hall and current entrance foyer are fully supported including 

the removal of the 1970’s mezzanine level in the banking hall to allow full appreciation of its splendour. 

However, this would seem to have a downside regarding the need, for commercial reasons, to extend the 



rooftop. We believe that this extension is regretted as, despite the proposed sensitive treatment, it will have 

an impact on the current views of the façade of this building both from St Andrews Square gardens and from 

George Street and wider views through and across the New Town. The rooftop extension adds to the overall 

increase in bulk across the application site and this may encourage similar increases in height on adjacent 

plots, resulting in both an unwelcome precedent and an unfortunate cumulative effect.  We also share the 

views expressed by other bodies that this development be considered as a whole in terms of the commercial 

need to regain the floor space lost from removal of the mezzanine level in the banking hall. We believe that 

the current proposal does show a significant gain in total floor space across the development as a whole even 

if the proposed rooftop extension to 42 STA is excluded. 

 

2) NTBCC does not object to the proposal for demolition of the 1960’s buildings fronting South St Andrew Street 

(SSAS). We also do not object to the proposed building line of the shop fronts at street level on SSAS.  We 

appreciate that opportunity has been taken to step back this building line at higher elevations and also to 

acknowledge the building line both at street level and higher elevations as well as the building heights of the 

buildings outwith the application site further to the south on SSAS – paying some regard to the historic feu 

plots although the overall approach could be seen to be inconsistent with the architectural style of the wider 

New Town.  It is worth noting however that there is an overall increase in the bulk of the buildings in this area 

providing an increase in accommodation particularly at higher levels which should provide support for the 

overall commercial viability of this development. 

    

3) Regarding the proposals for the listed 1850’s Victorian building fronting the south side of WRS and the linked 

“Venetian façade” building to the south, after careful consideration, we share the concerns voiced by other 

organisations regarding their almost total demolition. We agree that as stated at the NTBCC discussion in 

January, modifications in the intervening years have stripped the internals of these buildings of most of the 

original features but some original features do remain. We strongly support the retention of the Venetian 

façade and the proposed restoration of the façade. This would retain the historic architectural streetscape as 

well as paying due regard to its listed status. Whilst the 1850’s Victorian façade could be argued to have been 

listed only as part of the larger building, we strongly believe that this building has merits when viewed in 

isolation. It is a stone building of handsome proportions which although it has been altered through the years, 

the frontage survives, and this should be respected.  Retention of this façade on WRS retains the architectural 

diversity in this area and provides a more fitting and appropriate architectural style at the junction to the 

retained Venetian façade as opposed to the proposed contemporary replacement.  Whilst we appreciate the 

commercial drive to provide high class office space (with consequent requirements for larger, uniform floor 

plates at changed elevations), a similar argument has effectively resulted in the demolition of a prominent 

listed building nearby and the demolition of two listed facades. Given that experience and despite the strong 

desire from NTBCC for this development to proceed in some form, that this route is seemingly being repeated 

so soon is unfortunate timing and disappointing.  

 

4) Regarding the Venetian façade building and its internals, we could see alternate uses as top range residential 

for the building which could allow retention of the cast iron pillar internals as a feature rather than being 

developed as part of a larger “grade A” office development as proposed. Whilst we understand and support 

the need for additional office space in this area, and the consequent  impact in terms of vitality and footfall 

during the day, we could also argue that a mixed development of the WRS south side plot between 

residential, office and retail could provide a more diverse and uniform footfall. However, the support for 

office development in some form remains and is further strengthened by the latest St James development 

proposals where the proportion of office development is now minimal and NTBCC support the assertions that 

office development in some form and scope would be commercially beneficial to your proposal and necessary 

to maintain diversity.  

 
We would therefore encourage alternative mixed uses to be reconsidered before any decision of demolition 

of more listed buildings could be supported. 

 
5) We appreciate that listed buildings like these can be a challenge for the commercial developer, and 

acknowledge that the years have also taken a toll on the interiors of the buildings. However, these 



considerations are not a legitimate basis for the further degradation of listed properties, and often lead, in 

practice, to a process of ‘staged demolition’. 

 

6) West Register Street Lane suffers from a multitude of waste bins which decrease significantly the 

attractiveness of these streets for pedestrians. As you are aware, City of Edinburgh Council have various 

initiatives on this subject which have had success in other pilot areas, although sometimes limited , but overall 

an improvement on the current We therefore support plans to use the opportunity of redevelopment of the 

area to rationalise as far as possible the trade waste collections, perhaps using Rose Street as an example with 

limited time windows for waste collections and a requirement to manage all waste storage internal to the 

buildings. Clearly it would help if the number of organisations involved in trade waste were to be minimised to 

facilitate a more effective waste collection – thereby improving the amenity of the area. We also support the 

plans to restrict as far as possible vehicles in West Register Street to maximise the opportunity for an active 

street scene. WRS is relatively narrow street and shaded – therefore the ability to use parts of WRS for 

outdoor, ideally public, seating to enhance the street scene would benefit from a reduction as far as possible 

in vehicular traffic and parking. We would also not see this route as being suitable for cyclists. The example of 

Rose Street again may be a workable model for this. 

  

7) We support your aspirations regarding the West Register Street gardens in terms of achieving some public 
access to these with public seating etc. This would also strengthen the permeability of this street and could 
improve the connectivity with the newly-developed St James Square in terms of providing a more vibrant area 
which would be more attractive as a pedestrian route – and clearly an increase in footfall through WRS would 
be beneficial to the proposed development. 

 
In summary, NTBCC, whilst being strongly supportive of the aspirations of this development to revitalise this area 

of Edinburgh city centre and create more connectivity and permeability between the proposed St James development and 

those currently progressing on St Andrews Square, we would like to see a more consistent approach to this application site 

as a whole. The sensitive proposals for the 42 SAS banking hall should not be countered from a conservation standpoint by 

the proposed rooftop extension in the form proposed and the demolition of one listed building and significant changes to 

the interior of another.  We believe that from a community standpoint, an improvement that should be considered would 

be that the listed buildings on West Register Street are converted separately, as we believe they could be, perhaps to a 

more mixed use.  The loss of current floor space in the banking hall could still be offset by the gains made in the 

redevelopment of the South St Andrew Street buildings without the need for a rooftop extension at 42 SAS. NTBCC are fully 

supportive of redevelopment, restoration and an appropriate change of use for these vacant “at risk” buildings, and are 

realistic that some change will be necessary. We are also sensitive to the commercial challenges that these buildings pose – 

but there are several significant aspects of these early proposals which we could not express strong support for at this 

stage. 

          We remain very supportive to the concept of this development.  

    

  Yours, 

 

 

  Richard Price  

  On behalf of the New Town & Broughton Planning Committee 

 

 

 

 

 


